A New Departure For
Hotel Accommodation
DUBLIN AIRPORT

The Holiday Inn name is famous around the world for helping
literally millions of travellers enjoy each and every stay, since
it was launched in 1952. Designed to meet the needs of both
business and leisure travellers, Holiday Inn hotels deliver
memorable experiences through our warm and welcoming
service, contemporary design and a sense of comfort that is
as unique to our brand and its iconic green sign.
Our latest Hotel near Dublin Airport is no exception.
The hotel has 421 stylish, modern rooms that showcase
Holiday Inn’s newest room design which creates a ‘‘Central
Living’ space for guests to relax and work.
The hotel’s Open Lobby combines the front desk, restaurant,
bar, lounge and business centre into one open, cohesive space
with a refreshing and bright contemporary feel, offering
guests the ability to eat, relax, work, or have fun all in one
area. There is a full-service restaurant that is open all day
serving an international menu.
The largest of our three contemporary meeting rooms can
accommodate up to 160 participants.
What’s more, with our IHG rewards programme, you can earn
points on every stay to redeem against rewards nights. You
will also enjoy access to our lowest rates.
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As with all Holiday Inn hotels globally, Holiday Inn Dublin
Airport welcomes families with the Kids Stay & Eat Free
offer, where children under the age of 12 stay and eat for
free.
Superbly located just a fifteen-minute drive to Dublin City
Centre - the hotel is a great choice for those looking for a
place to stay for a layover or to spend a night before an
early flight.
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The only Holiday Inn in Dublin, Ireland
4 Star Fully Serviced Hotel
Part of IHG Group (Intercontinental IHG Rewards)
421 soundproofed and air-conditioned bedrooms
8-9 min drive from Dublin Airport
15 min drive to Dublin city centre
Free shuttle bus to/from airport.
400 parking places
3 spacious bright meeting rooms
Free highspeed Wi-Fi
Starbucks and snack bar open 24 hours
Gym on site, open 24 hours
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